Request for proposals for thematic displays of coins and currency notes

The RBI Monetary Museum has been set up to document and preserve India’s monetary heritage and present it to the public. It is also intended to encourage research into the evolution of money in India. The museum, besides seeks to serve as a significant repository of this heritage.

As part of the Bank’s outreach programmes on the history of coins and currency notes, the museum organises thematic displays / holds travelling exhibitions in our premises. Now, RBI intends to invite the other museums / institutions/ universities/private collectors to participate in the above events and also would like to participate in similar events organised by museum / private collectors etc. to stimulate interest among the public.

The museum is inviting proposals from other museums/ institutions/ universities/ collectors with significant collections of interest to RBI and suitable for thematic displays, subject to certain conditions.

Proposals along with a brief information on the collection may be sent to The Curator, RBI Monetary Museum, Amar Building, Reserve Bank of India, Mumbai 400 001 or emailed.